Autocrine trophic functions of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) have been proposed for many central neurons because this neurotrophin displays striking colocalization with its receptor trkB within the CNS. In the cortex, the distribution patterns of BDNF and trkB expression are almost identical. Corticospinal neurons (CSNs) are a major cortical long-distance projecting system. They are localized in layer V of the somatosensory cortex, and their axons project into the spinal cord where they contribute to the innervation of spinal motoneurons. We have shown recently that adult CSNs express trkB mRNA and are rescued from axotomy-induced death by BDNF treatment. Half of the axotomized CSNs survived without BDNF infusions. These findings raise the possibility that endogenous cortical BDNF is involved in the trophic support of this neuronal population. To test the hypothesis that endogenous cortical BDNF promotes survival of adult CSNs, we infused the BDNFneutralizing affinity-purified antibody RAB to axotomized and unlesioned CSNs for 7 d. This treatment resulted in increased death of axotomized CSNs. Survival of unlesioned CSNs was not affected by RAB treatment. In situ hybridizations for BDNF and trkB mRNA revealed that virtually all CSNs express trkB, whereas only half of them express BDNF. Thus, autocrine/ paracrine mechanisms are likely to contribute to the endogenous BDNF protection of axotomized CSNs. We have demonstrated previously that, in addition to BDNF, glial cell linederived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and neurotrophin 3 (NT-3) also rescue CSNs from axotomy-induced death. We now show that the rescuing by GDNF requires the presence of endogenous cortical BDNF, implicating a central role of this neurotrophin in the trophic support of axotomized CSNs and a trophic cross-talk between BDNF and GDNF regarding the maintenance of lesioned CSNs. In contrast, NT-3 promotes survival of axotomized CSNs even when endogenous cortical BDNF is neutralized by RAB, indicating a potential of compensatory mechanisms for the trophic support of CSNs.
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Although survival of specific populations of neurons in the peripheral nervous system is frequently promoted by individual neurotrophins (Snider, 1994; Lindsay, 1996) , the situation in the CNS seems to be much more complex. Neurons of the CNS are commonly supported by several neurotrophic factors (Barbacid, 1994; Snider, 1994; Lindsay, 1996) , and knockouts of a particular neurotrophin rarely affect the survival of individual neuronal populations (Snider, 1994) , suggesting a redundancy of trophic support for central neurons. This situation is f urther complicated by the fact that trophic support for neurons may be derived from different sources. According to the classical view of neurotrophic support, a neuron depends on a certain target-derived neurotrophic factor for survival (Barde, 1989) . It is now well accepted, however, that this support can also be derived from factors along the axonal pathway of the neuron, from its immediate perikaryal surrounding (paracrine), or from the neuron itself (autocrine) (Korsching, 1993) . In addition, trophic dependencies of adult CNS neurons may be altered by insults such as axonal injury (Sofroniew et al., 1990) .
Support for the idea of trophic redundancy for central neurons is provided by the increased survival of axotomized corticospinal neurons (CSNs) by exogenously supplied brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , neurotrophin 3 (NT-3) (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) (Dale et al., 1995) , and glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) . CSNs are neocortical layer V neurons involved in motor control (Porter et al., 1987; Masterton, 1988, 1990; Liang et al., 1991) . An understanding of the endogenous support mechanisms for CSNs would be beneficial for the development of new therapeutic strategies for the treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, a fatal neurodegenerative disease displaying severe CSN and spinal motoneuron degeneration (Chou, 1995; Martin and Swash, 1995) . However, little is known about the physiological trophic dependencies of CSNs. In the neurotrophin knockouts, CSNs do not seem to be severely affected because the cortex does not display gross morphological alterations (Ernfors et al., 1994a,b; Jones et al., 1994) . Because more than half of the axotomized CSNs survive for at least 42 d without maintaining a connection to their original spinal cord targets , we hypothesized that local cortical mechanisms exist to promote C SN survival in vivo.
BDN F seems to be a good candidate molecule for this support because it is expressed in developing and adult cortex (Ernfors et al., 1990; Maisonpierre et al., 1990; Kokaia et al., 1993a; Miranda et al., 1993; Altar et al., 1994; Conner et al., 1997; Yan et al., 1997a) , and C SNs express f ull-length trkB mRNA (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , which codes for the f unctional BDNF highaffinity receptor (Barbacid, 1994) . In addition, endogenous BDNF has been established as a survival factor for embryonic cortical neurons (Ghosh et al., 1994) , and BDN F treatment fully prevents axotomy-induced death of adult C SNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) .
We show here that endogenous BDN F is a survival factor for axotomized C SNs. Endogenous cortical BDN F was neutralized by inf using the BDN F-neutralizing affinity-purified antibody RAB (Yan et al., 1997a) to unlesioned or axotomized CSNs. This dramatically increased the number of C SNs that die after axotomy. Survival of unlesioned C SNs that are connected to their target was not affected by R AB inf usion. R AB-induced death of CSNs could be counteracted by exogenously applied N T-3, which is consistent with the expression of trkC mRNA in C SNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , but not by GDN F. Both factors have been shown previously to completely prevent axotomy-induced death of CSNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996; Giehl et al., 1997) . Thus, we propose that BDN F is an autocrine/paracrine survival factor for axotomized C SNs and that the GDN F survival promotion on CSNs requires endogenous cortical BDN F.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Operation procedure, antibody application, and neurotrophic factor application. The experimental procedures and maintenance of animals were approved by the local Animal C are Committee according to the German law regulating the experimental use of animals. Sixty-five male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 190 -330 gm were used for this study. All surgery was performed under anesthesia with a combination of chloral hydrate (150 mg / kg) and sodium pentobarbital (32 mg / kg).
The operation procedure, neurotrophic factor application, and coordinates for stereotaxic lesion and intracortical antibody and /or neurotrophic factor delivery have been described in detail elsewhere (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) . In brief, to distinguish C SNs from other neurons in layer V of the cortex, they were retrogradely labeled by bilateral fast blue (FB) (2% in 0.2% DMSO) injections into both corticospinal tracts (C STs) at cervical level C5 10 d before axotomy. The internal capsule lesion was performed using a stereotaxic wire knife. The axotomy was verified by injection of a 1:1 mixture of rhodamine dextran 10,000 (RDX) (20% in 0.2% DMSO) and rhodamine-b-isothiocyanate (RI TC) (10% in 0.2% DMSO) into both C STs at C3/C4 immediately after the lesion. Neurons doubly labeled with FB and RDX / RI TC were regarded as unlesioned and those containing FB only as lesioned. This was the basis for the determination of the "lesion area" (see Analysis of Axotomy and Survival).
For antibody or neurotrophic factor application to axotomized C SNs, a 30 gauge steel cannula connected to an osmotic minipump (Alzet 2001) via a silicone tube was implanted intraparenchymally into the lesion area of the cortex on the lesion side. The pumps delivered either the rabbit affinity-purified BDN F-neutralizing rabbit antibody R AB [170 g in sodium phosphate buffer (PBS)], vehicle solution (PBS), human recombinant GDN F (Amgen; 4 or 40 g) in vehicle or R AB solution, human recombinant N T-3 (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals; 100 or 200 g) in vehicle or R AB solution, or rabbit anti-turkey IgG [RIgG; Sigma (St. L ouis, MO); 1 mg /ml in PBS] over 7 d. All solutions contained penicillin / streptomycin in a final concentration of 50 U/ml. The properties and specificity of the R AB antibody are described elsewhere (Yan et al., 1997a) . The concentration of the respective neurotrophic factors was selected on the basis of the best survival promotion for axotomized C SNs (for N T-3, see Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996 ; for GDN F, see . The inf usion rate was 1 l / hr.
T issue processing. Seven days after the lesion, the animals were killed by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perf used with PBS followed by a 4% solution prepared from paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.2. The brains were post-fixed for 1 hr in 4% PFA, cryoprotected in 20% sucrose in PBS for 12 hr, and then frozen in dry ice-cooled isopentane. For cell counts, the brains containing the sensory motor cortex area were cut into 20 m cryostat serial coronal sections.
For in situ hybridization, 20 m cryostat serial coronal sections were collected. Every fifth section was collected separately to determine the localization of the lesion area based on the absence of the second tracer RDX / RI TC. Only sections from the center of the lesion area, where all C SNs were lesioned on the lesion side, were used for in situ hybridization. It was necessary to determine the precise extent of the lesion area on separate sections because the second tracer does not withstand the in situ hybridization procedure.
Anal ysis of a xotomy and survival. Every tenth 20 m cryostat section was evaluated by cell counting performed blindly by a person who was unaware of the treatment given to the animal. The criterion for a C SN was an FB-filled pyramidal-shaped profile Ͼ4 m in diameter. This criterion was used because cresyl violet counterstaining revealed that axotomized fast blue-filled profiles of this size but not of smaller size still contained nuclear condensation, indicating C SNs in a shrunken stage. Smaller fast blue-labeled profiles were regarded as dendritic processes from adjacent sections. The largest diameter of the neurons was determined by cross-sectional area measurement with the image analysis system Digger (M EDV IS-Medical Vision Systems, Homburg /Saar, Germany), which yields largest and smallest diameters that are correlated to a scale in the ocular to allow determination of cell size in critical cases during counting. The lesion area of the cortex on the lesion side was defined by the absence of the second tracer RDX / RI TC. C ell counts from the areas anterior and posterior to the lesion area confirmed a well balanced labeling of C SNs. An area that spans the posterior two-thirds of the lesion area, minus 800 m from the extreme posterior end of this area, was defined as "cell death area." This cell death area is the area where dying C SNs were regularly observed in both lesion-only and lesion-plus-vehicle animals ("vehicle"). This area was used as an anatomical mask for the R AB, rabbit anti-turkey IgG, or neurotrophic factortreated animals to obtain the respective survival data. Within the cell death area, percent survival is defined as "number of FB-labeled C SNs on the lesion side/number of FB-labeled C SNs contralateral to the lesion side ϫ 100%." The data are based on a total of Ͼ280,000 cells counted in all experiments. One-way ANOVA, which was followed by a post hoc Newman -Keuls test and a post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test, was used to determine the statistical significance of differences in survival among the individual experimental groups.
In situ hybridizations. In situ hybridizations were performed as described elsewhere (Giehl and Mestres, 1995) . Oligonucleotide probes for the individual mRNAs were labeled with 35 S-dATP (DuPont N EN, Wilmington, DE), using terminal deoxynucleotide transferase (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD). The BDN F probe was a 40-mer oligonucleotide, complementary to the nucleotides 535-574 of the rat BDN F mRNA (Maisonpierre et al., 1991) ; the trkB probe was a 45-mer oligo (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , complementary to nucleotides 1363-1407 of the rat trkB mRNA sequence (Middlemas et al., 1991) , hence lying within the tyrosine kinase domain; and the GFR-␣-1 probe was complementary to nucleotides 1109 -1148 of the rat GFR-␣-1 mRNA (Jing et al., 1996) . Thus, at the high stringency used, the probes are specific for the BDN F, trkB -tyrosine kinase domain, or GFR-␣-1 mRNA sequences, respectively. The specificity of all probes was confirmed by Northern blots (data not shown). The controls of the in situ hybridization were performed by competition with an excess of cold probe, which resulted in grain densities below background staining (data not shown). In addition, each probe resulted in staining patterns consistent with the literature. Post-hybridization washes and autoradiography were performed as described elsewhere (Giehl and Mestres, 1995) . A 3 week exposure time to the Kodak N TB 2 photoemulsion was used in these experiments.
Quantification of mR NA e xpression. To quantif y BDN F, trkB, or GFR-␣-1 mRNA expression in C SNs, the grain densities over fast blue-labeled C SNs were measured with the aid of the image analysis system DIGGER on unstained sections. The quantification was performed according to a standard procedure for autoradiographic in situ hybridization images (McC abe et al., 1989) . For each quantification step, two images were loaded into two separate buffers of the image analysis system. The first buffer contained the fluorescent image of fast bluelabeled C SNs; the second buffer contained the dark-field image of the respective autoradiography at the same position of the section. The fast blue-labeled neurons were traced in the first buffer to create a mask that was automatically used for the quantification of grain densities in the second buffer at the corresponding position in the dark-field image. Hence, the user interaction was limited to tracing the fast blue-labeled C SNs without seeing the silver grains in the second image buffer. C SNs were traced along their perikaryal borders, excluding the apical dendrites. The linearity of grain measurements by the image analysis system used was verified by comparing the number of directly counted, not computer assisted, grains over C SNs with the grain density value of the same cell obtained by the image analysis system (McC abe et al., 1989) . In various independent samples, the correlation coefficient of the two techniques was r ϭ 0.96 (data not shown).
The grain densities of the C SNs were expressed as an x-fold of the mean background grain density. To account for unspecific and chemographic effects of the tissue whose background is always slightly higher than the grain density over the slide (Rogers, 1979; Harlan et al., 1987) , background grain density was measured in an area of the section that did not contain positively labeled cells, i.e., cortical layer I for BDN F, trkB, and GFR-␣-1 mRNA (Ernfors et al., 1990; Kokaia et al., 1993a; Miranda et al., 1993; Altar et al., 1994; Treanor et al., 1996; Conner et al., 1997) . The mean background grain density value was determined for each specimen by 50 independent background measurements. Each measurement analyzed automatically the grain density in a circle 20 m in diameter. A circle with this diameter was chosen because it has the average cross-sectional area of a C SN . C are was taken that these circles did not overlap. The grain densities of each series of background measurement were normally distributed as determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (with Lilliefors correction). Then, 3 was calculated and expressed as a multiple of the respective mean background grain density to determine the expression level regarded as positive for C SNs. Among all background measurements, 3 varied between 1.46-and 2.83-fold of the respective mean background grain densities. Thus, the criterion of a C SN expressing the respective mRNA was set as "more than threefold of the mean background grain density," because this is outside the 3 interval. A threshold of three times more than background has been well established for quantitative radioactive in situ hybridization histochemistry as being stringent enough to eliminate unspecific labeling and sensitive enough to minimize false negative results (McC abe et al., 1989) .
As determined by cresyl violet counterstaining of some sections, the grain clouds slightly exceeded the borders of neuronal cells, which is caused by the thickness of the sections. The section thickness of 20 m was chosen to minimize the loss of tracer during the in situ hybridization procedure (Schwaber et al., 1989; Giehl and Mestres, 1995) , which is important because the identification of a C SN is based solely on its fast blue content.
Six animals that received a unilateral C SN lesion at internal capsule level were used for the in situ hybridization analysis; five of them were analyzed for BDN F and GFR-␣-1 mRNA expression, and all six were used for the determination of trkB mRNA expression. The data are based on a total of Ͼ7000 cells. One-way ANOVA, which was followed by a post hoc Newman -Keuls test and a post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test, was used to determine the statistical significance of differences between lesion and control side.
RESULTS

Endogenous BDNF supports survival of axotomized CSNs in vivo
Endogenous cortical BDN F may be a physiological survival factor for adult C SNs because BDN F mRNA and protein are expressed in the adult cortex (Ernfors et al., 1990; Kokaia et al., 1993a; Miranda et al., 1993; Ringstedt et al., 1993; Conner et al., 1997; Yan et al., 1997a) and intracortical administration of BDNF promotes survival of adult axotomized C SNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) . To test this hypothesis, the BDN F-neutralizing antibody RAB was intraparenchymally inf used to the cell bodies of axotomized or unlesioned C SNs for 7 d. The rabbit affinity-purified anti-BDN F antibody R AB has recently been shown to be highly specific for BDNF and to potently neutralize the biological effects of BDNF in vitro (Yan et al., 1997a) .
Application of RAB significantly decreased the survival of axotomized CSNs (39 Ϯ 4%, mean survival Ϯ SEM; n ϭ 6) as compared with untreated axotomized CSNs (lesion only) (53 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 8), vehicle-treated (69 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 4), or RIgG-treated axotomized CSNs (65 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 5) (Figs. 1, 2) . Because the treatment of axotomized CSNs with vehicle or control IgG resulted in enhanced survival of CSNs, suggesting the release of endogenous survival-promoting factor(s) by the infusion, the effect of RAB treatment should be compared with vehicle or control IgG. The treatment of RAB resulted in an additional 26 -30% of CSN degeneration after the axotomy. In contrast, RAB infused to unlesioned CSNs did not cause CSN death (97 Ϯ 4%; n ϭ 3) (Fig. 2) . Vehicle and RIgG treatment did not result in different survival of CSNs as determined by post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test ( p Ͻ 0.05). Thus, endogenous cortical BDNF is important for the survival of axotomized CSNs.
NT-3, but not GDNF, counteracts RAB-induced death of axotomized CSNs
Application of BDNF (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , NT-3 (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , or GDNF can completely prevent axotomy-induced death of CSNs in vivo. The question arises whether these factors can compensate for each other with regard to the promotion of the survival of CSNs. To test whether one neurotrophic factor may prevent the death of CSNs attributable to the neutralization of another, NT-3 or GDNF was infused simultaneously with RAB to axotomized CSNs.
For the combined application of NT-3 with RAB, a dose of 100 g of NT-3 over 7 d was chosen because this dose had complete rescue effects on axotomized CSNs as demonstrated previously (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) . It has been shown before that RAB displays a very minor cross-reactivity to NT-3 (Ͻ0.5%) (Yan et al., 1997a) . This may diminish the biological effectiveness of NT-3 within the cortical neuropil, which displays abundant trkC expression (Merlio et al., 1992; Kokaia et al., 1993a; Ringstedt et al., 1993; Altar et al., 1994) . Therefore, we infused NT-3 at a dose of 200 g in combination with RAB for 7 d in a different set of experiments. Application of NT-3 was able to counteract RABinduced death of axotomized CSNs in a dose-dependent manner. Although 100 g NT-3 increased CSN survival to 69 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 4), the higher dose of 200 g NT-3 resulted in complete CSN survival with 106 Ϯ 10% (n ϭ 2) (Figs. 1, 2) . Because 100 or 200 g NT-3, respectively, was infused simultaneously with 170 g RAB, it is unlikely that NT-3 would significantly influence the biological activity of RAB at these doses. Thus, NT-3 is able to compensate for the neutralization of endogenous BDNF regarding the survival of axotomized CSNs. Because the lower dose of NT-3 did not rescue all CSNs in the presence of RAB, the biological activity of this NT-3 batch was assayed by infusing it alone to axotomized CSNs at a total dose of 100 g for 7 d. After this treatment, 95 Ϯ 4% (n ϭ 4) of CSNs survived their axotomy. This confirmed the high biological potency of the NT-3 used for the present experiments.
The GDNF survival promotion of axotomized CSNs is maximal at doses of 4 or 40 g over 7 d . We therefore infused either 4 or 40 g GDNF in combination with RAB to axotomized CSNs for 7 d. Doses of 100 g or higher result in reduced CSN survival not distinguishable from vehicle and induce severe body weight reduction of the animals . Animals that received GDNF intracortically at doses between 4 and 40 g did not display body weight reductions . Thus, we regarded higher doses of GDNF as unsuitable in this context. Neither 4 nor 40 g GDNF had a statistically significant effect on R AB-induced death of CSNs with 47 Ϯ 4% (n ϭ 5) and 49 Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 4) C SN survival, respectively, as determined by post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test ( p Ͻ 0.05) (Figs. 1, 2 ). In addition, the combination of GDN F with RAB was statistically different from vehicle, as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test at both the 4 g ( p Ͻ 0.01) and 40 g ( p Ͻ 0.05) GDN F doses. Because RAB does not display cross-reactivity to GDN F (Yan et al., 1997a) , this finding is unlikely to be attributable to the interaction between GDN F and R AB. To verif y the biological activity of the GDNF used for these experiments, GDN F from the same batch was inf used intracortically to lesioned C SNs of a separate group of rats at a total dose of 40 g for 7 d. This treatment completely rescued axotomized C SNs (97 Ϯ 1%; n ϭ 2), confirming the biological activity of the GDN F sample used in these experiments, as well as our previous observation that GDN F promotes CSN survival . These data indicate that the rescue effect of GDN F on C SNs is mediated by endogenous BDNF.
Expression of BDNF, trkB, and GFR-␣-1 mRNA in CSNs
Endogenous BDN F may support survival of axotomized CSNs by an autocrine or paracrine mechanism. Assuming an autocrine support, one would expect that axotomized C SNs express BDNF mRNA and the trkB receptor. We thus analyzed BDN F mRNA and trkB mRNA expression in fast blue-labeled C SNs using quantitative in situ hybridization with radiolabeled oligonucleotides. Both lesioned and unlesioned C SNs were examined to reveal potential differences related to the axotomy. Many CSNs express BDNF mRNA, and almost all of them express trkB mRNA (Fig. 3) . The quantification of the in situ hybridizations revealed that almost half of the CSNs express BDNF mRNA, and no differences exist between unlesioned (48.1 Ϯ 6%; n ϭ 5) and axotomized (48.8 Ϯ 5%; n ϭ 5) CSNs (Fig. 4) . Also, the percentage of trkB-expressing CSNs did not differ between unlesioned (88.7 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 6) and lesioned (89.4 Ϯ 2%; n ϭ 6) CSNs (Fig. 4) . The expression of BDNF mRNA seems to be most prominent in layer V cells adjoining CSNs, whereas trkB mRNA expression is very pronounced in CSNs (Fig. 3) . The expression of both trkB and BDNF in the cortex suggests that both autocrine and paracrine mechanisms could be involved in the trophic influence on CSNs.
We further analyzed the in situ hybridization data for expression levels of each mRNA in axotomized CSNs as compared with their unlesioned contralateral counterparts. This revealed that BDNF expression in axotomized CSNs is slightly elevated to 114 Ϯ 15% (n ϭ 5) of the CSNs of the control side (Fig. 4) . In contrast, trkB levels were decreased to 81 Ϯ 7% (n ϭ 6). The observation that the percentage of trkB-expressing CSNs did not increase after axotomy suggests that the endogenous BDNF is not the exclusive factor playing a role in the trophic support of axotomized CSNs.
We have shown above that the support of axotomized CSNs by exogenously applied GDNF depends critically on endogenous BDNF. To further examine the possibility that GDNF might interact directly with CSNs, the expression of GDNF receptor component ␣ (GFR-␣-1) mRNA (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996) was assessed in unlesioned and axotomized CSNs by ra- 
Axotomy of CSNs at internal capsule levels ( A) induces death of a substantial population of C SNs as compared with the control side ( B). C, After treatment with RAB, the number of C SNs surviving their axotomy is markedly decreased (compare with A and D). E, A combination of RAB and 200
g NT-3 completely counteracts R AB-induced C SN death and results in complete rescue of C SNs from axotomy-induced death (compare with F ). In contrast, ( G) 40 g of GDN F was not able to prevent R AB-induced death, whereas ( I ) 40 g of GDN F alone completely prevent axotomy-induced death, indicating that the survival promotion of GDN F is mediated by endogenous BDN F. dioactive oligonucleotide in situ hybridization. Several cells in layer V, including a substantial population of C SNs, express mRNA for GFR-␣-1 (Fig. 3) . The percentage of C SNs expressing this mRNA was significantly increased by the axotomy: 41.3 Ϯ 8% (n ϭ 5) of unlesioned and 65.2 Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 5) of lesioned CSNs expressed GFR-␣-1 mRNA (Fig. 4) . Similarly, the levels of GFR-␣-1 mRNA per cell were higher in axotomized C SNs (123 Ϯ 13% of the unlesioned C SNs; n ϭ 5) (Fig. 4) . These results suggest that a subpopulation of C SNs could potentially respond directly to GDNF. However, because the expression of RET, the signal transduction component of the GDN F receptor complex (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996) , was not examined in this study, it remains to be shown whether GDN F can directly influence CSNs.
DISCUSSION
We have shown here that endogenous cortical BDNF supports the survival of axotomized adult rat CSNs in vivo. The CSN death caused by the neutralization of endogenous BDNF was prevented by NT-3, indicating that NT-3 can compensate for BDNF regarding survival promotion of axotomized CSNs. In addition, we have shown that the previously described GDNF effect on CSN survival is mediated via endogenous BDNF.
Endogenous cortical BDNF supports survival of lesioned CSNs in vivo
The additional cell death of lesioned CSNs after intracortical infusion of RAB has been interpreted to reflect the neutralization of endogenous BDNF. Several lines of evidence exclude the theoretical possibility that this is the result of activation of immune cells or the complement system through RAB immunoglobulins. First, RAB did not induce death of unlesioned CSNs. Second, RAB antibody is affinity-purified and does not contain a serum complement system. Finally, infusion of normal rabbit IgG to axotomized CSNs did not result in enhanced death of CSNs as compared with vehicle treatment. We conclude that the RABinduced death of axotomized CSNs is the direct result of the neutralization of endogenous cortical BDNF.
Because not all of the axotomized CSNs die after RAB treatment, although almost all of them express trkB, endogenous NT-3, which is also expressed in the cortex (Ernfors et al., 1990; Maisonpierre et al., 1990; Miranda et al., 1993) , or some other unidentified factors, could mediate this partial protection from RAB-induced death. Alternatively, the resistance of this CSN population to RAB treatment could be caused by incomplete neutralization of endogenous BDNF by RAB. Although RAB has been shown to potently neutralize BDNF in vitro (Yan et al., 1997a) , it is hard to exclude the possibility that some endogenous BDNF is sequestered and not neutralizable by RAB infusions. It is unlikely, however, that a limited diffusion of RAB within the lesion area caused this phenomenon, because none of the sections displayed a gradient regarding survival of CSNs and the extension of the RAB infusion area was between 7 and 8 mm as determined by immunohistochemistry (data not shown). Finally, it is possible that the CSNs surviving RAB treatment receive BDNF support via long collaterals that reach cortical areas outside the RAB infusion area, because intracortical collaterals are spared by the internal capsule lesion.
Vehicle-or RIgG-treated animals displayed significantly more survival of axotomized CSNs than lesion-only animals, confirming our previous observation of a vehicle effect on CSN survival (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996; Giehl et al., 1997) . This effect may be caused by increased CNTF expression around the intracortically implanted osmotic minipump applicator, because CNTF production is increased around stab wounds (Ip et al., 1993) and CNTF rescues axotomized CSNs in vivo (Dale et al., 1995) . Because cortical BDNF expression is inducible by several depolarizing stimuli (Kokaia et al., 1993b (Kokaia et al., , 1994 , this survival may also be caused by upregulation of cortical BDNF through the continuous liquid flow of the pumps (Giehl and Teztlaff, 1996) . The latter possibility is strongly supported by the fact that neutralization of endogenous cortical BDNF completely prevented the vehicle effect. This further emphasizes the importance of endogenous BDNF in supporting survival of axotomized CSNs. It is important to note that only 39% of axotomized CSNs do not depend on endogenous cortical BDNF for survival. Without treatment, 47% of CSNs die, and an additional 14% die if BDNF is neutralized. ; n ϭ 4), or rabbit anti-turkey IgG (R IgG) (65 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 5). In contrast, RAB infused to unlesioned C SNs (R A B-onl y) did not cause CSN death (97 Ϯ 4%; n ϭ 3). Administration of vehicle was not significantly different (n.s.) from RIgG as determined with post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test. N T-3 prevented R AB-induced death and promoted survival of axotomized C SNs in a dose-dependent manner at total doses of 100 g (69 Ϯ 2%, n ϭ 4, p Ͻ 0.01 vs R AB and l.o. as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test, **) and 200 g (106 Ϯ 10%, n ϭ 2, p Ͻ 0.01 vs RAB, l.o., vehicle, and RIgG as determined with post hoc Newman-Keuls test, **). In contrast, GDN F did not affect R ABinduced death at a total dose of 4 g (n.s. vs R AB as determined with post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test, p Ͻ 0.01 vs vehicle or RIgG as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test) and 40 g (n.s. vs R AB as determined with post hoc Fisher's least significance difference test, p Ͻ 0.05 vs vehicle or RIgG as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test) over 7 d. CSN survival in vehicle (n ϭ 4) and RIgG (n ϭ 5) animals was highly significantly increased as compared with lesion only ( p Ͻ 0.01 as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test), confirming our previous finding of a vehicle effect on survival of axotomized C SNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) .
The survival of C SNs can be increased, e.g., by vehicle (an additional 16%) or GDN F treatment (an additional 44%, i.e., complete survival), which is completely prevented by RAB infusions. Thus, survival of at least 58% of axotomized C SNs can be promoted by endogenous cortical BDN F. This indicates that BDNF is a crucial endogenous survival factor for lesioned CSNs.
Neutralization of cortical BDN F did not affect the survival of unlesioned C SNs. R AB inf usion also did not influence CSN cell size as determined by quantitative cross-sectional area measurements (data not shown). This shows that only acutely damaged CSNs critically depend on endogenous cortical BDNF. It is conceivable that unlesioned C SNs can receive sufficient trophic support from their brainstem or spinal cord targets, even when cortical BDN F is neutralized by R AB. This trophic support is not possible for axotomized C SNs because they are disconnected from their targets.
Although BDN F and several other neurotrophic factors can influence survival and differentiation of developing cortical neurons in vitro (Ghosh et al., 1994; Ghosh and Greenberg, 1995) and adult C SNs under lesion condition (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996; Giehl et al., 1997) , it is still not clear whether these factors play a physiological role for C SNs in vivo during development and adulthood. For example, the BDNF (Ernfors et al., 1994a,b; Jones et al., 1994) , GDNF Pichel et al., 1996) , or NT-3 (Ernfors et al., 1994a,b) knock-out mice do not display gross morphological alterations in the cortex. However, the cortical size is reduced and lamination less marked in BDNF and NT-3 knockout mice (Chen et al., 1997) . Mice overexpressing BDNF under a nestin promotor display a deformed cortex and disturbance of the laminar architecture (Ringstedt et al., 1997) . Because CSNs are a subpopulation of cortical neurons, a specific determination of CSN numbers and localization in the respective knock-out mouse and in mice that overexpress one of these factors would be important to elucidate the significance of these factors for CSN development.
BDNF influences CSNs through an autocrine/paracrine mechanism
The colocalization of BDNF and trkB mRNA in many areas of the CNS and peripheral nervous system during development and in adults leads to the hypothesis that this neurotrophic factor has autocrine or paracrine maintenance function for various neuronal populations in addition to its role as a target-derived neurotrophic factor (Schecterson and Bothwell, 1992; Miranda et al., 1993; Altar et al., 1994; Cohen-Cory and Fraser, 1994; Kokaia et al., 1995) . This idea was strongly supported by the evidence that (1) a subpopulation of adult rat DRG depends on a BDNF autocrine loop in vitro (Acheson et al., 1995) , (2) endogenous cortical BDN F supports survival of almost all cortical neurons in cultures from embryonic rats (Ghosh et al., 1994) , and (3) autocrine/paracrine BDN F action promotes survival and differentiation of Xenopus retinal ganglion cells in vitro (Cohen-Cory et al., 1996) . During development and in adults, BDN F and trkB mRNA are expressed in several neocortical layers, including layer V (Ernfors et al., 1990; Kokaia et al., 1993a; Miranda et al., 1993; Ringstedt et al., 1993; Altar et al., 1994; Conner et al., 1997; Yan et al., 1997a,b) . We have shown previously that unlesioned adult CSNs express full-length trkB mRNA and intracortical infusion of BDNF prevents the axotomy-induced death of CSNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) . Thus, autocrine/paracrine BDNF mechanisms may play a role in the maintenance of adult CSNs. Our results in this study suggest that this is the case for axotomized CSNs. It is very difficult to distinguish between autocrine and paracrine action of BDNF. By definition, autocrine neurotrophic support can but may not involve protein secretion, whereas paracrine action requires secretion of the respective factor. Intracortical RAB infusions could thus neutralize autocrine and paracrine BDNF support to the CSNs. As shown here, expression of BDNF is most prominent in noncorticospinal cells of cortical layer V, indicating that there are potential sources of BDNF for a paracrine CSN support. Furthermore, because virtually all CSNs express trkB mRNA, whereas only half of them express BDNF, some of the CSNs must receive BDNF support through a paracrine mechanism. For further differentiation between paracrine and autocrine mechanisms, studies will be required that examine the sites of secretion and binding of endogenous cortical BDNF.
The effect of GDNF on lesioned CSNs requires the presence of endogenous BDNF
Although GDNF, a member of the TGF␤-1 family of growth factors (Lin et al., 1993) , completely prevents axotomy-induced death of CSNs , it did not prevent axotomyinduced CSN death in the presence of RAB. As shown by Western blotting, RAB does not display any cross-reactivity with GDNF (Yan et al., 1997a) . Thus, RAB cannot interfere directly with the biological activity of GDNF. To further exclude any possibility that RAB might influence a GDNF survival promotion effect by a mechanism different from direct antibody/ligand interaction, we locally applied a combination of GDNF with RAB at ratios/concentrations identical to those above to the transected newborn facial nerve. Newborn facial motoneurons massively die after axotomy, which is completely prevented by GDNF (Yan et al., 1995) . The combination of GDNF/RAB completely prevented lesion-induced death of newborn facial motoneurons to the same extend as GDNF alone (data not shown), indicating that GDNF is fully biologically active in the presence of RAB. By immunohistochemistry, we have determined that GDNF diffuses 2-3 mm in the cortex at a total dose of 4 g and more than 5 mm at a total dose of 40 g over 7 d [Giehl et al. (1997) and our unpublished data] . At least at the high GDNF concentrations, all CSNs subjected to axotomy were localized within the GDNF diffusion area. Thus, limited diffusion of GDNF also cannot account for the lack of GDNF survival promotion when RAB was applied simultaneously. Our data suggest, therefore, that the survival promotion of axotomized CSNs by GDNF requires the presence of endogenous cortical BDNF.
It will be important to determine whether GDNF stimulates cortical BDNF and/or trkB expression or enhances secretion of BDNF protein. Cortical BDNF expression is stimulated by several stimuli (Kokaia et al., 1993b (Kokaia et al., , 1994 , and neurotrophin release can be mediated by neurotrophins in PC12 cells (Canossa et al., 1997; Krüttgen et al., 1997) . However, an examination of the potential role of GDNF regarding these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this study. Alternatively, GDNF promotion of CSN survival may require a baseline activity of BDNF signaling pathways. Both GDNF (Creedon et al., 1997; Hiwasa et al., 1997; Figure 4 . Quantification of BDN F, trkB, and GFR-␣-1 mRNA expression in unlesioned and lesioned C SNs. Survival time after lesion was 7 d. Black bars represent axotomized C SNs; gray bars represent unlesioned CSNs. A, The percentage of BDN F-expressing C SNs was not altered by axotomy: 48 Ϯ 6% (mean ϩ SEM; n ϭ 5) unlesioned and 49 Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 5) axotomized CSNs express BDN F mRNA. Virtually all C SNs express trkB mRNA regardless of whether they are unlesioned (89 Ϯ 3%; n ϭ 6) or axotomized (89 Ϯ 2%; n ϭ 6). In contrast, the percentage of GFR-␣-1-expressing CSNs was higher in axotomized (65 Ϯ 4%, n ϭ 5, p Ͻ 0.05 as determined by post hoc Newman -Keuls test) than in unlesioned (41 Ϯ 8%; n ϭ 5) CSNs. ( B) The mRNA levels in axotomized C SNs expressing the respective mRNAs are expressed as percent expression of unlesioned CSNs of the respective contralateral control sides. This analysis revealed that BDNF (114 Ϯ 15%; n ϭ 5) and GFR-␣-1 mRNA (123 Ϯ 12%; n ϭ 5) levels in CSNs are slightly increased by axotomy, whereas trkB mRNA levels in lesioned CSNs are decreased to 81 Ϯ 7% (n ϭ 6) of unlesioned CSNs. Ibanez and Trupp, 1997; Wang et al., 1998) and BDN F (Ip and Yancopoulos, 1996; Segal and Greenberg, 1996; Kaplan and Miller, 1997) can activate the Ras-M AP and PI3 kinase pathways. A convergence, interaction, or synergium of GDN F and BDNF signals at an intracellular level regarding the survival promotion of axotomized C SNs therefore is conceivable.
NT-3 can compensate the endogenous BDNF for lesioned CSNs
Consistent with the trkC expression in most C SNs (Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) , N T-3 treatment was able to prevent the RABinduced C SN death. However, a dose of N T-3 (100 g over 7 d) that results in complete rescue of axotomized C SNs [Giehl and Tetzlaff (1996) and this study] was not able to exert the same quantity of biological effect in the presence of R AB. One possibility for this difference is that R AB has cross-reactivity to NT-3. However, as shown by in vitro studies and in Western blots (Yan et al., 1997a) , R AB displays only 0.5% cross-reactivity to NT-3. At the antibody and N T-3 concentrations used in the low-and high-dose N T-3/ R AB combination experiments, the molar ratio was 1:3 and 1:6, respectively, i.e., maximum 1.5% and 3%, respectively, of R AB could theoretically have been sequestered by NT-3. Thus, a minimum of 97% of R AB was free to interact with endogenous BDN F. We f urther conducted R AB immunohistochemistry with N T-3-preincubated R AB at a molar ratio of 10:1 on forebrain sections, which yield a distribution of BDNF-like immunoreactivity as reported elsewhere (data not shown) (Yan et al., 1997a) . This shows that there is sufficient R AB antibody left in the used combinations with N T-3 to recognize BDNF epitopes. In addition, it is most likely that a significant portion of NT-3, which displays much lower affinity to R AB than BDNF, was still free because the survival effects on axotomized CSNs were very pronounced. Another possibility for the reduced NT-3 effects observed in this study is that N T-3 may not reach all of the lesioned C SNs because its diff usion within the brain parenchyma is limited. It has been shown previously that the N T-3 diffusion area within the brain parenchyma has a diameter of ϳ4 mm at comparable concentrations (Kobayashi et al., 1997) . Thus, the access of N T-3 to lesioned C SNs should not be a problem. The likely explanation is that the complete rescue of axotomized CSNs by N T-3 alone is partially mediated via endogenous BDNF, which would not be possible in the presence of RAB. In addition, N T-3 might promote C SN survival directly via trkB because it also binds, although less avidly than BDN F, to trkB receptor (Davies et al., 1995; Ryden and Ibanez, 1996) . The contribution of direct N T-3 action on trkB is supported by our observation that doubling the amount of N T-3 inf used simultaneously with R AB resulted in complete rescue of axotomized CSNs.
The expression of BDNF, trkB, and GFR-␣-1 mRNA in CSNs in response to axotomy Almost all axotomized and unlesioned C SNs express trkB mRNA. However, the levels of trkB mRNA is decreased in axotomized C SNs. The percentage of BDN F-expressing CSNs was not changed after axotomy, and the level of BDN F mRNA was not significantly increased. This is in contrast to the situation in the peripheral nervous system. In peripheral BDN F-responsive neurons (Sendtner et al., 1992; Yan et al., 1992; Koliatsos et al., 1993; Acheson et al., 1995) , trkB or BDN F mRNA is frequently strongly increased after axotomy (Ernfors et al., 1993; Sebert and Shooter, 1993; Piehl et al., 1994 , Kobayashi et al., 1996 . These neurons survive axotomy (Lowrie and Vrbova, 1992) , and protection by endogenous BDNF is proposed to account for this survival (Ernfors et al., 1993; Sebert and Shooter, 1993; Piehl et al., 1994 , Kobayashi et al., 1996 . CSNs, however, like many other central neurons, die after axotomy (Aguayo et al., 1991; Tetzlaff et al., 1994; Giehl and Tetzlaff, 1996) . This could be attributable to the fact that CSNs fail to upregulate BDNF or trkB expression in response to axotomy and therefore do not receive sufficient endogenous BDNF protection. In contrast, strong upregulation of trkB and BDNF mRNA in cortical and hippocampal areas is demonstrated after brain insults and seizures, and a role for BDNF in protecting neurons in these areas has been discussed extensively (Kokaia et al., 1993b (Kokaia et al., , 1994 (Kokaia et al., , 1995 Acheson and Lindsay, 1996) .
Interestingly, axotomy increased both the portion of GFR-␣-1-expressing CSNs and the GFR-␣-1 mRNA levels in these cells. Because GDNF is expressed in the neocortex (Schaar et al., 1993; Springer et al., 1994; Choi Lundberg and Bohn, 1995) and GDNF promotes survival of axotomized CSNs via BDNF, cortical GDNF could be involved in endogenous protection mechanisms for injured CSNs. GDNF-receptor expression in mouse spinal motoneurons (sMN) seems to be regulated differently after axotomy. Although GFR-␣-1 expression remains constant in axotomized sMN, the expression of the GDNF receptor signal transducing component c-ret (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996) is upregulated (Naveilhan et al., 1997) . Because the soluble, not GPI membrane-linked form of GFR-␣-1 is also able to activate c-ret (Jing et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996) and GFR-␣-1 is upregulated in the distal nerve stump after axotomy (Naveilhan et al., 1997) , it is possible that binding of GDNF/soluble GFR-␣-1-complexes to sMN c-ret reflects a potentially increased sensitivity of axotomized sMN to GDNF (Naveilhan et al., 1997) . This spatially different expression of the individual GDNF receptor components is consistent with the role of GDNF in nerve regeneration (Naveilhan et al., 1997) . It remains a matter of speculation whether the increase of GFR-␣-1 expression in axotomized CSNs rather reflects different functions such as survival promotion of GDNF in this system or whether it is merely attributable to a species difference.
In conclusion, endogenous BDNF is an autocrine/paracrine survival factor for axotomized adult rat CSNs in vivo. Because this endogenous BDNF-mediated survival promotion of CSNs can be stimulated and compensated for by different trophic agents, these findings may be important for the development of new therapeutic strategies for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis that aim at the stimulation of the endogenous survival potential of neurons.
